Air Cadet Staff Development Training

SQUADRON ADMINISTRATION
THE ADJUTANT’S DUTIES
1. Accommodation and Works Services. The initial provisioning of the
squadron accommodation is the responsibility of the squadron’s Civilian
Committee (AP 1919, Chapter 9 and ACP 20B, Instruction No 102), but once
it is arranged it becomes the Adjutant’s job to allocate the use of the various
rooms; to ensure the necessary services such as light, heat and power points
are installed, and to arrange for the building or buildings to be maintained in
good condition. There is not much public money available for this
maintenance; Civilian Committees may apply to Wing Headquarters for a
share in whatever is available from RAF or Reserve Forces and Cadet
Association (RFCA) sources, but it is almost always necessary for a squadron
to lay out its own grounds and help with its own maintenance. Since the
manner in which a squadron headquarters is maintained may often be taken
by visitors and the general public to indicate the worth of the squadron, this is
an important task which might well be entrusted to a staff cadet; the skills
involved here would be much the same as in your own home.
2. Regulations and Instructions. National law is the basis of any civilized
disciplined society and we are all subject to it. Within the law, various
organizations have their own rules and in the Services and cadet
organizations the rules are generally called regulations and instructions. You
will learn many of them by experience; you probably already know your own
squadron’s rules very well, but you cannot be expected to know all the
regulations and instructions. The important thing is to know where to find
those which govern and concern the particular activity you may be planning.
AP 1919 contains the ATC policy. For example, it gives the main
responsibilities of Wing Commanders (para 113); and Squadron
Commanders (para 119). The detailed specific ATC activities are in either
ACP 20A or ACP 20B or a special-subject ACP. The regulations about air
experience flying for cadets are in ACTI No 31 in ACP 20A; the regulations for
Annual Camps are in ACP 237; and in ACP 17 for adventure training. When
you need to look up the regulations on any subject it is probably quickest to
tackle it as follows:
a. Is it a major policy matter?

If so, look up in index to AP 1919

b. Is it a common activity for all
squadrons?

If so, see the Contents List in ACP 20 A or
20B or the list of ACPs by subject at ACP 20B
Instruction 116 Annex B

c. Is it a local matter?

If so, look up your Squadron or Wing Orders

3. Annual Planning. A year passes very quickly and the ATC training
programme covers a wide field. If cadets are to participate in the very many
activities available, forward planning is essential. The dates of standard
activities like examinations, courses, cadet visits, annual camps, air
experience flying and passenger gliding should be published well in advance
so that individuals will be able to plan their attendance. Obviously, within the
framework of Corps organized events there will be many other Squadron and
Wing organized functions and activities and all need planning and publicizing
in advance so that individuals can plan to attend.
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4. Correspondence and Forms. This is probably one of the most important
aspects of the Adjutant’s duties. In an organization composed of so many
units manned by volunteers the only common method of communication is by
the written word in some form or other. The receipt, actioning and writing of
letters is an essential function of an efficient squadron. The Royal Air Force
has an efficient filing and indexing system which can be used, at least in part,
by squadrons. It is not the purpose of this document to teach it in detail, but
the materials for it – the filing cabinet (RAF surplus equipment), the files (RAF
Form 329D) and the minute sheets – are available from wing headquarters as
described in ACTI No 4. Files when opened are numbered and the numbers
are listed in a File Index made up at the squadron so that they can be easily
found when wanted. There are many other Forms – either RAF Forms or
special Air Cadet Forms – which are required by squadrons and these, too,
are usually held in the filing cabinet, and indexed in such a way that they are
easily found. Most of the ones that a squadron will need are listed at ACP
20B. Other RAF Forms are listed in Book 1 of the series known as AP 113,
Catalogue of Publications and Forms, held by wing headquarters. The correct
treatment of correspondence is a valid indicator of an efficient squadron and
Staff cadets could do work of great value for a squadron by undertaking some
responsibility for correspondence.
5. Records. All efficient units keep records because the Commanding Officer
needs to know the facts about his squadron. These facts also provide the
practical evidence needed by each headquarters in the chain of command up
to the MOD in the planning and control of Corps activities. For example, the
Attendance Register (RAF Form 4258) is an important record in many ways
The important squadron training records are listed in ACTI No 4 and staff
cadets should know these and how to keep them up to date.
6. Transport. Transport is a very important matter since all activities away from
squadron headquarters involve travel. Some squadrons have their own
transport. All forms of transport require much administrative work, including
forward planning and the ‘rules’ should be common knowledge. The first
important rule is to know the difference between ‘individual’ and ‘collective’
travel – collective travel rules comes into force when 3 or more cadets travel
in a party. Chapter 10 in AP 1919 is the general authority, but much has
changed in recent years and so it may be best to use Instruction No 304 in
ACP 20B. The overriding rule nowadays for collective travel is that a wing
may not exceed a certain amount of money allocated for the year. So, when
collective travel is required, the first thing to do is to find out whether the wing
HQ has funds available. In fact the wing has 2 funds, one for travel on general
training syllabus matters, and a separate one for travel on adventure training
expeditions. The second important rule is to note that collective travel may be
allowed only when the travel is in connection with the authorised training
syllabus and the easiest reference for this is Annex B to ACTI No 1. The third
important rule is to use the right Form and to use it in advance. Up-to-date
Accounts Section Proformae are listed at the end of Annex E to ACTI No 4 in
ACP 20A. Instruction No 304 in ACP 20B tells you how and when to use:
Accts 4 Application to Travel at Public Expense (Collective Unit Travel)
Accts 7 Camp Travel Costs (Easter/Summer/Windermere/Llanbedr)
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7. Recruitment. Many cadets join and leave a squadron throughout the year
and so recruitment of new cadets is an on-going task for the Adjutant.
Naturally, the most common form of recruitment is for cadets to bring along
their friends. Some squadrons have lists of young men and girls waiting to
join. Leaflets and posters designed to encourage recruitment are available
from wing headquarters (see ACTI No 4, paras 10-16). These posters should
be displayed by squadrons in any public place at which authority can be
obtained, e.g. in local schools, shop windows and cinemas. Staff cadets
should be able to suggest which places are suitable. Sometimes the local
Royal Air Force Careers and Information Officer (CIO) can help if a major
recruiting programme for the squadron is planned. In addition, all cadets
interested in a career in the Royal Air Force should be advised to visit the
CIO, and ATC squadrons should hold and issue some of the Royal Air Force
leaflets available. Staff cadets should know the address of the nearest CIO.
8. Welfare. ‘Welfare’ is the squadron’s concern for the well-being of its cadets
and includes the provision of games and sports equipment, canteen and
recreational facilities. We have already mentioned the important part played
by the Civilian Committee in this aspect and will do so again, but the Adjutant
has an essential part to play in assessing the needs of cadets and passing on
the requirement to the Civilian Committee. He supervises the squadron HQ
activities such as canteen and games facilities and, perhaps most important
of all, he collects the regular cash contributions made by cadets (part of which
goes towards squadron welfare expenses) and passes on the money to the
Civilian Committee.
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